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Introduction: KMA Young Doctors Network
The Young Doctors Network is a committee under the Kenya Medical Association, launched at

the KMA@50 AGM in April 2018. The committee was formed to increase participation of the

younger professionals in the association and mentor & un-tap the potential of these

professionals. The Mission and Goals of the Young Doctors Network (YDN) is as follows:

YDN Mission is “To connect, develop and support Young Doctors by providing opportunities to

explore and develop personal and professional growth.”

The goals of YDN are:

● Promote the health and wellbeing of young doctors, including mental health.

● Provide a forum for young doctors to share experiences, challenges and solutions in the

medical profession.

● Provide young doctors with a platform to engage in advocacy and policy making

including participating in boards.

● Ensure young doctors have fair and adequate representation in the Kenya Medical

Association.

● Promote Continuous Medical Education and career progression among young doctors.

● Provide an avenue for young doctors to collaborate with other-like minded

organizations.

Membership eligibility

● Any doctor registered in Kenya and is under the age of 40 years.

● Any doctor registered in Kenya and is within 5 years of completing undergraduate

studies.

● Any registered KMA Member under the age of 40 years or is within 5 years of

completing undergraduate studies can register as a member of the KMA Young Doctors

Network.

KMA YDN Working Groups:

1. Mental Health and Wellness

2. Mentorship  for Young Doctors and Medical Students.

3. Financial Health and Wellbeing
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4. Policy and Advocacy

5. Research and Innovation

2021 KMA YDN Pre-Conference
The Second KMA YDN Preconference was held on the 16th of June 2021 as a Hybrid conference

at the Kamel Park Hotel, Kisii County under the theme : Career Development and

Entrepreneurship. The conference’s sub-themes were as follows:

1. Career development & Entrepreneurship in the current Covid-19 era:

a. Opportunities available in the healthcare arena,

b. Lessons learnt in both clinical and non-clinical fields

c. Branding yourself for success

2. The future of medicine:

a. Anatomy of a “Doctorpreneur”

b. Role of networking and mentorship.

c. Technological advancements in career development and entrepreneurship.

3. Establishing work-life balance: laying foundations for better futures

The Objectives were as follows:

● Increase awareness on career development opportunities available for health

professionals

● Increase awareness on entrepreneurship options available for health professionals

● Identify career development and entrepreneurship solutions among health

professionals

● Learn and share best practices for career development and entrepreneurship
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Conference Program

TIME ACTIVITY

8:30 AM – 9:30 AM Registration and Welcome Address
· YDN Leadership
· YDN Pre-conference Organizing Committee

9:30 AM – 11:00
AM

PLENARY SESSION 1: Entrepreneurship, Branding and Young Doctors (90
minutes)

Moderator: Dr. Marie-Claire Wangari

Panelists:

Dr.  Benson Chuma (Equity Afya) (virtual)

Prof. Dan Kiage (Kisii Eye Hospital)

Dr. Mandela Kibiriti (BYON8) (virtual)

11:00 AM -11:20AM Tea Break

11:20 AM -12:00
PM

Chief Guest / Keynote Address (40 minutes)
· KMA President: Dr. Andrew Were

· Keynote Address:
Dr. Amit Thakker (Executive Chairman, Africa Health Business)
(virtual)

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM PLENARY SESSION 2: Career Development and Mentorship in the
Covid-19 era (90 minutes)

Moderator: Dr. Mellany Murgor

Panelists:

Dr. Angela Munoko (Lancet Laboratories) (virtual)

Dr. Magare Magara (Equity Afya) (virtual)

Dr. Caroline Vundi (virtual)

Dr. Chite Asirwa (International Cancer Institute)
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1:30 PM-2:30 PM Lunch Break

2:30 PM -4:30PM SPONSOR PRESENTATION: Lancet Laboratories: Dr. Charles Wahome (Chief
Pathologist) (15-30 minutes)

ACTIVITY: TOWN HALL:  (90-105 minutes)

Moderator: Dr. Phylys Awuor

Panelists:

Dr. Charles Ngari (Lancet Laboratories) (virtual)

Dr. Frank Wafula (Strathmore University)

Dr. Davji Atellah (KMPDU)

4:30 PM – 5:00PM Tea Break

6:00 PM – 08:30 PM Dinner/Social Program

Number of Participants

Physical Attendees: 105

Virtual Attendees: 104

Total Attendees: 209
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Annex One: 2021 KMA YDN Pre-Conference Rapporteur

Notes
Compiled by: Mr. Andrew G. Chege

Overall Event Masters of Ceremony; Dr. Crystal S. Vulavu and Dr. Marie-Claire Wangari

Plenary One: Entrepreneurship, Branding and Young Doctors.
Panelists; Prof.Dan Kiage (Kisii Eye Hospital), Dr. Benson Chuma (Equity Afia) and Dr.
Mwangi Mandela (BYON8)

Moderator; Dr. Marie-Claire Wangari

● Prof. Kiage notes that young doctors should identify existing problems in their

communities or localities and model solutions around it as exemplified by Kisii eye

hospital he founded years ago.

● Medical social enterprises can be profitable and sustainable by keeping the costs low

thus attracting high volumes.

● Dr Chuma; Personal branding takes a while and it's multifactorial ranging from

professional competencies, service delivery, pricing and profitability. It is intangible.

It starts as a promise to customers to actualize.

● Dr Mandela; Building a brand requires both the technology and personal

strengths.

● Prof Kiage notes that Only 2% of the total patients they attend to see branding

materials such as billboards while a huge percentage 65% of patients or clients of

kisii eye hosp came through direct referrals or word of mouth.

● Young doctors should embrace technology because it is not going to replace them

but it's coming as a tool to support them.

● Take the step to start that business, fail, learn and remodel. It will be a challenging

process but at the end rewarding

● A career in tech doesn't necessarily need an educational background in tech, but

rather looking at how tech solutions can solve a problem.

● Telehealth is enhancing medical care and patients can receive health care from their

homes. We can pass the physical hospital visits. COVID19 has helped bring prominence

to home based care and telehealth.
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● Prof Kiage notes that Branding comes from the quality of work you do, your

network and leadership.

● Young doctors with entrepreneurial spirit should aggressively identify problems

in their communities and model solutions to address them

Keynote Address and Guest speaker session.

Panelists; Dr. Thakker Amit (Africa Health Business) And Dr. Onyino A. Were (KMA)

Moderators; Dr. Serena Vulavu and Dr. Marie Claire Wangari

● Young doctors need a mindset change from seeking employment to aggressively

addressing entrepreneurship opportunities.

● Demand for healthcare is high and it's the responsibility of doctors to create ventures

that taps into this opportunity.

● KMA is partnering with Equity bank to offer financing solutions to doctors. KMA is also

considering setting up a day surgery centre as a pilot project at KMA centre.

● Dr Thakker Amit, if you have an idea and relentlessly pursue it you will stop at nothing

but excellence.

● Young doctors can choose either clinical services or clinical system management.

Whichever path, do it with dedication. You have to take risks and money. The upside is

great but you should also know when to stop.
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● Be mindful of finances, seek training and knowledge, understanding balance sheets

and management letters. Also consider group practices or group businesses.

● Mentorship can fill the gap of experience that affects young doctors.

● It is commendable that young doctors are taking over the leadership and getting

actively involved in KMA which was perceived as “Old doctors club”

● Dr Thakker challenges young doctors to increase their skills in health care

management, finance, entrepreneurship and leadership through formal or self

directed informal learning.

● Dr Were, the founder of Daktari Online urges doctors to take up opportunities in the

healthcare tech industry as well as the business of health care provision.

● Dr Were commends the work of Young Doctors Network and appreciates the

significance theplatform plays in mentoring young health professionals.
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Plenary Two: Career Development and Mentorship in the COVID19

era

Panelists; Dr Angela Munoko (Lancet Laboratories), Dr Magare Magara (Equity Afia) and

Dr. Caroline Vundi

Moderator;Dr Mellany Murgor

● Do you have a goal? Be clear and aggressively pursue it.

● Mentorship is vital in career development in healthcare, look for mentors within and

outside your area of interest.

● Be open to learning and to make mistakes. It will be tough at the beginning.

● Have multiple streams of income, this will also cushion you economically in case of

collapse of one stream due to internal or external causes/factors.

● On mental health, It is okay not to be okay, reach out to people who can help you,

identify a person you can confide in.

● As we think about career development ask these key questions; What am I good at?

What are my gifts? What is holding me back? Look at the internal factors that you can

modify to unlock your success.

● Dr Munoko emphasises on the importance of continuous learning, Actively looking

into opportunities and leveraging on peer mentorship from colleagues.

● Young doctors should explore opportunities in research other than clinical

practice.

● Young doctors should stop blaming the system instead learn to network, seek

mentors, take risks and challenge the status quo.

● Dr Vundi reiterates that there is No health without Mental health, adding that it is

Okay not to be okay.
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Town Hall Session
Panelists; Dr Charles Ngari (Lancet Lab), Dr Frank Wafula (Strathmore University) and
Dr Davji Atella (KMPDU)

Moderator; Dr Phyllis Awour

● Young doctors should join associations and unions, these will not only help them grow

in their careers but also enjoy the benefits that come from being a member such as

protection from exploitation by their employers or when CBAs are breached.

● Dr Davji Atellah says Young doctors should stand for what they believe in and not fear

anyone, they should start by correcting the failures or wrongs that they see in their

workplaces. They should join advocacy groups and start lobbying. One does not need

to be a unionist to fight for change or improvement of working conditions.

● There are opportunities in the private sector for young doctors, the advantage over

public sectors is that you are likely to stand out or get recognised for good deeds but

you need to be dynamic and not get comfortable in your position.

● Young doctors should be open minded when looking for jobs or career opportunities.

● Train in many skills such ACLS, Leadership courses or accounting apart from being a

doctor.

● Doctors need to be their brother's keeper, take care of your colleagues, not just

relate professionally but create bonds of friendship and look out for one another.

● Invest in yourself, make your own brand and put yourself out there.

● Get yourself a mentor, be persistent and patient with yourself as you learn.

● Reject third party approaches, avoid corruption or canvassing, report cases of

corruption during employment to the union for action. If you pay a bribe you become

part of the problem.

● Lets educate and involve our communities in our advocacy, let them know they have a

responsibility to hold their leaders accountable when they fail to ensure that

healthcare is accessible eg, when doctors are forced to leave hospital due to failures of

the government.

● KMPDU is advocating for salaries/fees for resident doctors to be taken up by the

national government, a move supported by the council of governors and after training,

the government can then deploy them based on need and gaps within the counties.
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● KMPDU is opposed to any attempts to change the law to have non medics getting

appointed in leadership positions of the health facilities traditionally held by medics

such as Medical superintendents.

● KMPDU urges young doctors to notify the union of cases of corruption or bribery

during job recruitments so that they can act immediately to stop it.

● Dr Frank Wafula urges young doctors that the time to decide on their career path is

now and they should start by getting into the right fields and networks, even if it

means starting from the bottom. They will make mistakes but most importantly they

will learn.

● Always try negotiation and dialogue in any impasse, diplomacy creates a

win-win situation and only uses industrial actions as a last resort.

● Dr Davji points that the power of any group of professions is in their unity, adding

the support of the community/citizens the union can achieve much more for the

benefit of both doctors and medical students.
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Sponsor Presentation: Lancet Laboratories

Presenter: Dr. Charles Wahome (Chief Pathologist, Pathologists Lancet Kenya)

● Pathologists Lancet Kenya (PLK) is an independent, ultramodern laboratory with

international and national accreditation (SANAS and KENAS)

● They are also merged with Europe’s Cerbra Healthcare to form the Cerbra Lancet Africa

since 2019

● PLK laboratories are based countrywide at the major cities i.e Nairobi, Mombasa,

Kisumu, Nakuru have a team of leading pathologists.

● They also have a partnership with Goodlife Pharmacies ensuring that their laboratory

services have greater scope.

● More details on Lancet available here

Special Thanks to our Sponsors:
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Contact Us:
1. General E-mail: ydn@kma.co.ke

2. Dr. Lyndah Kemunto: Convener

Email: lyndah.kemunto@gmail.com

Phone: +254 721 462606

3. Dr. Marie–Claire Wangari: Pre-Conference Organizing Committee Coordinator

Email: mcwangari.wm@gmail.com

Phone: +254 713 835507
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